Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Reading

Bella : Have you ever been abroad, Polly?
Polly : Yes, I have. I have been to Turkey. I went there by plane. I stayed in Antalya for about a week. I
stayed in a two-star hotel.
Bella : What did you do while you were there?
Polly : I went sightseeing and I saw many historic places: amphitheaters, abandoned cities, palaces. I
also visited museums and walked on golden beaches. It was incredible. The only problem was
food. My sister liked Turkish kebap so much, but I didn’t. I think it is too spicy and greasy.
Bella : Oh! Did you go to Turkey with your sister?
Polly : Of course. She loves travelling so much. She is in Bali at the moment. She is enjoying recreational
activities there. She always pays attention health and beauty.
Bella : Why didn’t you go with her?
Polly : Well… The plane tickets were very expensive. They were about 100 dollars.

Test

UNIT 7

1. Which of the following kinds of historic places
DID NOT Polly visit when she was in Turkey?
A)

B)

3. Which of the following is a bad holiday
experience of Polly?
A) She attended a sightseeing tour in Turkey.
B) She ate traditional Turkish food, but it was too
spicy and greasy for her.
C) She visited museums in Turkey.
D) She went to golden beaches in Antalya.

C)

D)

4. Which of the following questions does NOT
have an answer in the dialogue?
A) How did Polly go to Turkey?
B) How long did Polly stay in Turkey?

2. Which of the following shows the meaning of
the underlined words in the dialogue?

D) What gifts did Polly buy for her friends from
Turkey?

B)
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5. Which of the following is NOT correct about
Polly’s sister?

C)

D)

A) She spent about 100 dollars for the plane
tickets to Bali.
B) She went to Turkey with her sister, but she
went to Bali alone.
C) She went to different countries in the past, but
now she is finally at home.
D) She thinks travelling is enjoyable.
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A)

C) What kind of a hotel did Polly stay at in Turkey?

Writing
EXERCISE 1: The table below shows information about Mary and Ozzie’s travels. Look at the chart and write
short paragraphs by answering the questions below.
What is his/her name?

Where did he/she travel on holiday?

How was the weather like?

Who did he/she go with?

Where did he/she stay?

What did he/she do while he/she was there?

What didn’t he/she like about that place?

Name

Mary

Destination

Italy

Hotel

All-inclusive / expensive / five-star

Tourist attractions

Attend the Venice Festival / buy a special Italian cheese as a gift

Weather

Sunny and hot

Travel mates

Vivian and Felicia

Bad holiday experience

Too expensive

Name

Ozzie

Destination

France

Hotel

Bed and breakfast / cheap

Tourist attractions

See the Eiffel Tower

Weather

Rainy and stormy

Travel mates

No mates

Bad holiday experience

Crowded streets / got lost in Paris

This is Ozzie. He 									
											
Suggested
answers: went to France on holiday. He went there alone.
											
He
stayed in a bed and breakfast hotel because it was cheap. He saw
											
the
Eiffel Tower, but the weather was rainy and stormy. He got lost in
the
crowded streets of Paris. It wasn’t a great holiday for him.
											
											
											
EXERCISE 2: How would Mary and Ozzie answer the questions below?
1. Have you ever been to Italy?			

Mary’s answer : 					
Yes, I have. I have been to Italy.

2. Have you ever gotten lost in a foreign place? Ozzie’s answer: 					
Yes I have. I have gotten lost in France.
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This is Mary. She went to Italy on holiday. She stayed 			
											
Suggested
answers: in a very good five-star hotel. It was all-inclusive
											
and
expensive. She attended the Venice Festival and she bought a
											
special
Italian cheese as a gift for her friends. She was lucky because
											
the
weather was hot and sunny. She went there with Vivian and
											
Felicia. It was an expensive holiday, but they all loved it.
											

